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Abstract
In a robotic soccer team, goalkeeper is an important challenging role, which has different characteristics from the
other teammates. This paper proposes a new learning-based behavior model for a soccer goalkeeper robot by using Petri
nets. The model focuses on modeling and analyzing, both qualitatively and quantitatively, for the goalkeeper role so that
we have a model-based knowledge of the task performance in different possible situations. The different primitive
actions and behaviors as well as the events to switch between them, and also environment models were designed and
implemented. For this purpose, a modeling and analysis framework based on Petri nets is used, which enables modeling
a robot task, analyzing its qualitative and quantitative properties and using the Petri net representation for actual plan
execution. The proposed model building blocks and some tasks of robot are detailed. The novelty of approach is
considering some alternatives through tasks execution, which are implemented by conflicts in their Petri net models, and
also Q_learning employment in these decision points in order to learn the best policy. Therefore, the execution of actions
in different tasks will be controlled effectively. The results of theoretical analysis of some case studies show impressive
performance improvement in goalkeeper task execution.
Keywords: Goalkeeper, Robot task, Petri nets, Modeling, Analysis, Q_learning, Task planning.

1.

Introduction

Robot task planning in the past was performed by a
limited set of instructions that was programmed to it for adhoc applications. Therefore, having a systematic
methodology to design and planning of robot task absorbed
many attentions, and this reason was the great motivation
for defining new powerful methods for designing and
analyzing the robot task plans and behaviors. New methods
have capability to present well and richer task plans which
can be formally checked for performance properties. One
of the formal approaches is Discrete Event Systems (DES),
with one important powerful formalism: Petri nets [2, 17,
20]. Petri nets are graphical and mathematical modeling
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tool applicable to many systems as a widely popular used
formalism for DESs modeling and also in robotics field.
An interesting case for studying and developing of task
plans is the role of Goalkeeper. Goalkeeper is a very
important and challenging role in soccer, human or robotic,
that it should perform correct actions and tasks, also
coordinated with the other teammate robots. The main
purpose of the goalkeeper is to defend goal from the
opponent team attacks by performing proper behaviors in
each situation it may encounter, like: covering the goal line,
leaving goal and go ahead to stop opponent forward,
intercepting the ball and so on.
This paper focuses on goalkeeper robot and uses a Petri
net based framework which applies formal methods for
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modeling, execution and analysis of robot tasks. Optional
ways in tasks executions, for the first time in literature,
which lead to have decision points, provides alternatives in
tasks which cause to more powerful, general and flexible
model. Applying learning to decision points of the nets is
one other major advantage of this work that allows to
achieve more desirable and effective performance for
goalkeeper.
Several works have been done in the field of modeling
by Petri nets and also their performance improvement.
Some of the more important and related works are briefly
mentioned here. Lacerda used Petri nets to model discrete
event systems (DESs) to present a methodology for
performing supervisory control of DESs, based on linear
temporal logic [13]. Marked Ordinary Petri Nets (MOPNs)
as the simplest form of Petri nets, are used to model and
synthesis deadlock free plans for a multi-agent environment
by King et al., [8]. A representation framework based on
Petri nets named Petri Net Plan (PNP) is presented by
Ziparo and Iocchi [26] for describing robot and multi-robot
behaviors. In Kim and Chung work [7] Generalized
Stochastic Petri nets are used to model and analysis (both
qualitatively and quantitatively) of a tour-guide robot task.
Moreover, in many works, [10, 11, 12, 19, 22], Petri net
based approaches are used to deal with different problems
and issues of robot task planning, coordinating and
analyzing.
Lausen et al., proposed a goalkeeper robot for the
Middle-Size League of RoboCup [9] that its tasks
implemented by a set of primitive tasks and behaviors that
is coordinated by a 2-level hierarchical state machine [14].
Fuzzy logic approach is used for selection mechanism by
Ramos et al. [23], using some behaviors and actions. An
integrated framework is introduced in Costelha and Lima
work [4], which is used in this paper, providing a tool to
model, analysis and execution of mobile (multi-)robot task
by Petri nets. The closest work to this paper work is of
martins [16], which provides a behavior modeling for
soccer goalkeeper robot.
In the field of Petri net optimal controlling several works
have been done. A method to construct a supervisor based
on reinforcement learning is proposed by Yamasaki and
Ushio [25]. In their proposed method, specifications are
given by rewards, and an optimal supervisor is derived by
considering rewards for the occurrence of events and
disabling events. A methodology and a set of algorithms

are proposed in Matos Pedro work, [18], for Generalized
Semi-Markov Processes (GSMP) learning, using model
checking techniques for verification and to propose new
approaches for testing DES. Chang and Kulic presented a
learning method that automatically creates Petri nets from
observation of human demonstrations to model the tasks
[3], in which the learned Petri nets are capable of
generating action sequences to allow a robot to imitate the
task. Leonetti had combined planning with Petri nets and
reinforcement learning [15]. Kim et al., discussed about a
multi-agent system for robot-soccer that consists of a
supervisory controller, and controllers for attack, defense
and goalie (goalkeeper) robots, using real time vector path
planning, Petri net theory and Q-learning techniques [6].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: next
section introduces preliminary concepts and theoretical
requirements. The new model for goalkeeper is introduced
in Section 3. The model analysis process and task learning
method is explained in Section 4. Section 5 includes the
experimental results and analysis consequents. Finally,
Section 6 covers some conclusion remarks and suggests
some fields of study for future works.

2.

Preliminaries

In this section the theoretical concepts and methods used
in this work are described.
2.1. Petri Nets
Petri nets as a powerful modeling formalism which
have origin from Carl Adam Petri dissertation, in 1962
[20], are able to provide modeling aspects of systems such
as concurrency, parallelism, synchronization, stochastic
features and decision making. A Petri net is a particular
kind of directed graph, together with an initial state called
the initial marking,
. The underlying graph N of a Petri
net is a directed, weighted, bipartite graph consisting of
two kinds of nodes, called places and transitions, where
arcs are either from a place to a transition or from a
transition to a place. In graphical representation, places
are drawn as circles, transitions as bars or boxes [17].
Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) is a general
form of Petri nets where includes timed and immediate
transitions, enabling analysis of performance and
functional behavior of a system. The following is the
formal definition of GSPN [2, 7].
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Definition:
A GSPN is an eight-tuple like,
=
〈 , , , , , , , 〉, where:

= { , … , } is a finite, non-empty set of places;

= { , … , } is a finite, non-empty set of
transitions;

⊂ denotes the set of immediate transitions;

⊆ denotes the set of exponential transitions;

: × → ℕ represents the arc connections from
places to transitions, such that
=1
= 0;

: × → ℕ represents the arc connections from
transitions to places, such that
=1
= 0;

= [ ( ), … ,
( )] is the marking of the net at
time j.
is the initial marking of the net.


: → ℝ is a function,
= , where
the firing rate of the exponential transition;



: → ℝ is a function,
= , where
is the weight of the immediate transition;

is

The marking of the Petri net that shows the state of
system, will change according to the firing rules. A
transition is enabled if all its input places are marked at
least with one token. If it fires, it removes one token from
each input place and creates one on each output place; If
there is a set of enabled transitions, both immediate and
exponential, the former ones have higher priority and fire
before exponential ones; If there is a set of enabled
exponential transitions, Τ = { , … , }, the firing
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Where, Q(s, a) is the estimation of the expected
discounted total rewards when a learning agent takes an
action a at state s, is a learning rate that (0 < < 1). The
Q-values converges with probability 1 to a true value if
decays appropriately and update of the Q-values is done an
infinite number of times at each state-action pair.
2.3. Petri Net Based Framework for Modeling and Analysis
At the end of modeling goalkeeper, a framework is used
that is developed by Costelha and Lima [4]. This
framework introduces a modular and layered designation of
tasks that allows to model from lower layer to the upper
separately, and then composes these models to the single,
full Petri net. All of the knowledge in this methodology is
discretized and is shown based on logical predicates. Main
components of framework methodology are different types
of places, layers and single Petri net generator. There are
Predicate, Action and Task places in this methodology and
each named properly with a prefix according to its
meaning. Because of the modular design process in this
model, different layers are considered, as shown in Figure
1. Environment Layer (including environment changes),
Action Executor Layer (including models of actions), and
Action Coordinator Layer (including models of tasks).

probability of each transition is given by
=

(1)

∑

If there is a set of enabled immediate transitions, Τ =
{ , … , }, the firing probability of each transition is
given by

Fig. 1. Different layers of modeling framework

=

(2)

∑

2.2. Q_Learning
Q-Learning is one of the reinforcement learning
algorithms [24] in which instead of assigning value to the
states, it assigns a Q-value to a pair of (state, action) and
updates these Q-values which are evaluations for stateaction pairs. Q-values are updated as follows, which is
known as Bellman equation:
( , ) ← ( , )+

( ′, ′)
′

(3)

After modeling all layers, to compose them to a single
full Petri net of the whole system, an algorithm is used that
merges all environment, action and task Petri net models to
one full Petri net. In merging of nets, place labels have
important role because of distinguishing types of places by
using them. By using full Petri net generator algorithm
introduced in the framework [4], the single full Petri net is
obtained that can be analyzed using techniques for
calculating performance properties and also, the
Reachability Graph and Algebraic Analysis can be used to
achieve the transient analysis [17], as well as the qualitative
and quantitative properties. By analysis matrices, transient
stationary analysis to obtain, Qualitative Properties
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(Boundedness, Liveness and deadlock) and Quantitative
Properties (Probability that a condition holds, Probability
of having a number of tokens in a place, expected number
of tokens in a place and transition throughput rate) can be
done [1,4,17] can be done.

3.

Proposed Goalkeeper Model

To model actions, tasks, and respective environment
based on the introduced methodology, it is necessary to do
some preliminaries first. We need to discretize the game
field as it is demonstrated in Figure 2. In Goal (1: The goal
area and inside of the goal). Close Goal (2: The area that is
close to the goal as shown). Penalty Area (3: Represents
the penalty area in soccer field). Off Goal (4: The area off
the penalty area and out of it). As said before, all of
knowledge in this modeling methodology is defined as
logic predicates. The predicates that have been considered
for modeling goalkeeper are included in various kinds like
position and motion related predicates like (GKIN Goal,
GK In Close Goal, Ball In Penalty Area, Ball In Off Goal,
GK Stopped, BallMoving2Goal), game (Game Start, Game
Over), belief and knowledge of the goalkeeper (GK See
Ball, GK Has Ball, GK Close 2 Ball), and so on. Note that
‘predicate.’ and ‘predicate. NOT_’ are the labels for
positive and negative predicates, respectively.

3.1.1.Environment Modeling
In this layer, the ball and goalkeeper position models
and also other information of environment are modelled,
e.g., Ball Position, which includes changing the ball
position between different areas under the effect of other
phenomenon in the environment. The environment model
for the ball position changing is presented in Figure 3.
Moreover, GK Position, GK Close 2 Ball, GK Has Ball and
other models are involved in this layer. All Petri net places
in this layer are predicate places.

Fig. 3. Ball Position model

3.1.2.Primitive Actions Modeling
In this layer, action models are described based on their
running-conditions and desired-effects. Each action needs
some Running-conditions (conditions that need to be true
for the action to be executed and produce any effect and
change) and then effects on the environment and changes it,
to obtain its Desired-effects (conditions that are the action
execution results and action aims to make them true). These
are summarized in Table 1, and are briefly defined in the
following. Note that all places in this layer are predicate
places.
Table. 1. The system and simulation specifications

Fig. 2. Field discretization

3.1. Goalkeeper Task Petri net Model
In this section, goalkeeper task components including
environment, primitive actions, tasks or behaviors and
overall role of goalkeeper are modelled. Note that all of the
nets are created and handled by PIPE [21]. Moreover, to set
the stochastic transition rates, the rates are set based on the
knowledge of the transition meaning. E.g., for motion
transitions the rates are calculated based on the physical
properties obtained from field and other phenomenon. Note
that ‘GK’ stands for Goal Keeper continuously.

Actions

Running-Conditions

Desired-Effects

Stop GK

-

GK Stopped

Go 2 Home
Position

NOT_GK In Position

GK In Position

Defend On Goal
Line

GK See Ball,

GK In Goal,

GK In Position

Ball Stopped

Go Towards The
Ball

GK See Ball

GKClose2Ball

Close The Shot
Angle

GK See Ball

GK Close 2 Ball,

Catch Ball

GK See Ball,

Ball Stopped
GK Has Ball

GK Close 2 Ball
Kick Ball

GK See Ball,
GK Has Ball

NOT_GK Has Ball
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Stop GK: Goalkeeper should be stopped (the velocity
will be zero).
Go 2 Home Position: Represents the action of moving
from any point of the field to the middle of the goal that is
on the goal line, with orientation towards the center of the
field.
Defend on Goal Line: This action includes moving on
the goal line (or parallel to goal line) for following the ball
and goal covering, when goalkeeper sees the ball.
Go Towards the Ball: This primitive action aim is to go
towards the ball when it sees the ball and under some other
situations.
Close the Shot Angle: This action includes moving
forward to minimize the shot angles. i.e., goalkeeper aims
at locating in a position that minimizes the angle between
each post (sides of the goal), ball and the goalkeeper.
Catch Ball: This primitive action aims at catching the
ball and getting the possession of the ball. To do this action
and getting the ball, goalkeeper should first approach the
ball.
Kick Ball: This action purpose is to move ball or kicking
the ball to move it by moving against the ball in order to
move it and remove it from the goal neighborhood.
3.1.3.Task Plan Models
In this section, task plans that are consist of
compositions of the primitive actions of goalkeeper are
modelled. It is considered five tasks and one general overall
task for goalkeeper, in which their net places can be
predicates, actions or tasks, as follows:
GK Stop Task: Executing the primitive action Stop GK
to stop the goalkeeper.
GK Defend Task: The main task of goalkeeper to
defend, whether it sees the ball or not.

Fig. 4. GK Task, goalkeeper overall task plan model

DistributeBall2Teammates: When the goalkeeper has
the ball, it should pass it to teammates to continue the game
and maybe start a new attack.
GK Task: The main purpose of goalkeeper, i.e. goal
defending via executing some tasks and behaviors and
switching between them, to complete the role. All of this
process is shown in model of overall task plan depicted in
Figure 4.

4.

Model Analysis and Task Learning

After constructing the various layers, in order to apply
Petri net analysis methods to the proposed model, the
validity and correctness of model should be evaluated by
qualitative analysis, and then some performance
evaluations are done to show the quantitative properties of
the model.
4.1. Qualitative Properties Analysis of Model

Leave Goal Task: Leaving the goal to move towards the
ball and stop the opponent.
Ball Interception Task: The ball interception when the
goalkeeper sees the ball.

To say briefly about qualitative properties of our model,
by considering an initial state for each net, the bounded
ness of them has been checked, i.e., by considering the
reachability tree, for each marking the number of tokens is
determined. Also, for all Petri nets with a given initial
marking, all of the transitions are live, meaning that all of
them are fired in some reachable state. A deadlock state is a
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state where none of the transitions are able to fire.
Deadlock property had been checked for the model. Also,
each of the actions and task Petri nets are determined to be
safe, having at most one token per place.
4.2. Quantitative Properties and Performance Analysis
To do analysis on the performance of our model, we
select the Leave Goal Task and Ball Interception Task as
the base tasks to be expanded and to be analyzed through
the experiments, and before that we describe these tasks
more detailed.
Leave Goal Task: Through performing this task,
goalkeeper first executes the Close the Shot Angle action
and then under some situations, it can execute two
primitive actions based on the value of predicate
GKClose2Ball, which is the desired effect of Close the
Shot Angle. When this predicate is true then a decision
point or (conflict point with random switches) will occur
and goalkeeper should decide to do one of these two
primitive actions: Catch Ball or Kick Ball (to remove it
from the goal neighborhood). So goalkeeper selects one of
these actions to do, i.e., goalkeeper will execute one of
these actions randomly or by setting random switches.
Therefore, when the predicate GKClose2Ball is false,
goalkeeper should execute the primitive action Close the
Shot Angle, and then it reaches to the decision point as
shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. LeaveGoalTask model

Ball Interception Task: One can consider two
situations for this task execution: one, when the ball is
close to the goal, and the other, when the ball is far from
the goal. For the first situation, i.e., the ball is in penalty

area and so the predicate Ball in Penalty Area has true
value, goalkeeper should execute the task Leave Goal Task.
In the second situation, that ball is far from goal, and
predicate Ball in off Goal is true, goalkeeper should cover
the goal by following the ball movements and orientation.
The goalkeeper should be positioned close to the goal and
cover the goal line properly to defend it. So, goalkeeper
should execute the primitive action Defend on Goal Line.
Thus, a task and an action that are included in this task
model are Leave Goal Task and Defend on Goal Line. In
order to switch between these two elements of this task,
there exists a conflict or decision point that will be checked
in experiments and results will be analyzed.
This task Petri net model is depicted in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. BallInterceptionTask model

Now, it is needed to expand the selected task plans to
the full Petri net. After generating single full Petri net of
Leave Goal Task plan, as the first analysis example, by
starting from a given initial marking, one wants to have a
goalkeeper to decide in each situation of the positioning in
the goal, to kick the ball or catch it, and do analysis on how
this decision will influences on its overall performance in
defending of goal. By considering an initial marking for the
full Petri net of selected task plan, the reachability graph of
this net will be obtained. It is considered that goalkeeper
always sees the ball and at the first, the ball is in penalty
area and goalkeeper is positioned in own goal.
As shown in Figure 5, by setting weights of transition
T1 and T2, we can control this decision point. To decide to
do Catch Ball or Kick Ball, the results of applying this
weights to the transitions of the task plan, is diagrammed in
Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Probability of scoring goal in two manners

As can be seen, the probability of scoring goal in own
goal, i.e., having token in Ball In Goal predicate, is
evaluated by applying different weights, when goalkeeper
does the action Kick Ball by probability one and Catch Ball
by probability zero, is less than the time that goalkeeper
does the action Catch Ball only, i.e., the transition T2 with
probability one and T1 with probability zero.
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the goal and goes forward to stop the opponent player.
After several running of the full Petri Net of the Ball
Interception Task and first, by assigning weight one to T0
and zero to T1, i.e., doing the Leave Goal Task by
probability one and the action Defend On Goal Line by
probability zero, and then vice versa, i.e., assigning weight
zero to T0 and one to T1, i.e., doing the Defend On Goal
Line by probability one and the task Leave Goal Task by
probability zero, the probability of having token in Ball In
Goal is diagrammed in Figure 9. As shown in diagram, the
probability of goal scoring is lower when the goalkeeper
just stays in goal with respect to the time it leaves the goal
and goes forward.
GKQ_learning: In conflict points of the nets,
goalkeeper should decide to do one of the alternatives. This
can be done through assigning weights in a desirable
manner to the transitions involved in these points, based on
an effective policy obtained from a learning process.
Therefore, we propose GKQ_learning and describe its
components as follows:

As another experiment, we analyze the predicate GK
Has Ball, i.e., the predicate of having the possession of the
ball, through executing the Leave Goal Task, and the result
is shown in Figure 8, as is diagrammed, when goalkeeper
does the action Catch Ball, it is more probable to receive
the possession of the ball comparing with the time it does
the action Kick Ball. Note that this probabilities and
numerical results is achieved by averaging from values
obtained of doing several times simulations on the full Petri
Net of the selected task to be performed.

Fig. 9. The probability of scoring goal comparing two behaviors

Fig. 8. The probability of having the possession of the ball

As another task analysis example, we want to evaluate
the goalkeeper performance in defending goal by two
alternatives, in Ball Interception Task model. When the
goalkeeper just stays in goal and the other when it leaves

 Learning model: We consider the full Petri net of Ball
Interception Task model. Assume the motion of goalkeeper
in the field that it should decide to stay or move forward or
backward, in each areas that it will be positioned. For
example, at the first, when goalkeeper is located in goal, it
should decide to move forward and leave the goal to stop
the opponent player, or just stay in the goal and on the goal
line to defend goal. So, we consider this process as a
Markov Decision Process (MDP), with respect to
observation of the goalkeeper, and we will apply learning
to this process.
 State and action spaces: The set of states are the
markings that are reachable, starting from a given initial
marking of the full Petri net of the base task, Ball
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Interception Task. Actions that we consider are a set
consisting of three elements, i.e., ‘stay’, ‘move forward’
and ‘move backward’.
 Q-Table and reward system: By considering the
mentioned MDP, we use a Q-table that its elements are the
approximation values for the Q-values of the learning
agent, which can be initialized with all zeros (for instance).
The learning agent iteratively identifies the current state
and do an action like a. The result of this action is the
reward r(s, a) for the agent and it will see the new state
= ( , ). The elements of the Q-table will change
according to the previously mentioned Bellman equation.
We consider the set {GK Has Ball, Ball Stopped} as the
absorbed goals of goalkeeper, and define the reward values.
When these two predicate places have one tokens, meaning
that these conditions are hold, and the reward is considered
as the 100 × (1) or 100 × (2), when one of these
predicates is true, and when both of them have tokens,
respectively. So the values of the reward table for feasible
states changings, are 100 or 200.

5.

Experimental Results

In this section we want to provide the results of applying
the GKQ_learning to Ball Interception Task, to achieve
desired policies for goalkeeper behavior. We assume
goalkeeper always sees the ball, which is also the runningcondition of some of the actions that it performs. Also, the
goalkeeper and the ball position in the initial state are In
Goal and In Penalty Area, respectively. By the
considerations already said and the initial marking for the
full Petri net of Ball Interception Task, after simulation of
this net, the reachable markings are obtained. By analyzing
the token transformation between places in all reachable
markings a scenario of goalkeeper movements and actions
will be generated. By applying GKQ_learning to this
scenario, by constructing the rewards of each step and
obtaining the Q-Table at the end, the goalkeeper will learn
to decide the best choice in each decision point. Now to
show the effect of learning in goalkeeper task
improvement, by considering the state transformation and
goal state (s) represented before, and the purpose which is
to reach a policy, actually, the sequence of actions, under
related decision makings, to find the best and optimum way
to defend the goal from scoring goal by opponent team, we
investigate the probability of having token in Ball In Goal
predicate place to show the promotion of goalkeeper

performance in goal defending. After repeating 10 times,
and running the algorithm for 10000 episodes with different
learning rates, which also results to use γ=0.8, we finally
reached to averaged convergence values of Q-Table.
According to the convergence Q_values that have been
reached, our goalkeeper model uses these values to set the
weights of the transitions in full Petri net of the selected
base task to have the best decision about doing actions stay,
go forward or go backward, and by tracing the sequence of
states, it computes the maximum Q-value for that state, by
finding action which satisfies the mentioned value. The
results of average probability of scoring goal (having token
in Ball In Goal), was calculated via 10 times execution of
the full net, comparing before and after learning,
diagrammed in Figure 10. As expected and results show,
this probability is decreasing after learning with respect to
before learning. This is an expected result proving that
GKQ_learning leads to great improvement in goalkeeper
task execution. Therefore, the knowledge of goalkeeper
will be promoted through applying GKQ_learning, which
can be used in runtime, to change the weights of the
transitions involved in conflict points, according to the
reached policy.

Fig. 10. Probability of scoring goal before and after learning

6.

Conclusion

A new learning-based model for soccer goalkeeper robot
was proposed using Petri nets, where the knowledge of the
robot itself and its surrounding environment is
approximated through logic predicates. Considering
decision points in nets and applying a proposed learning
process to the decision points of the model, to achieve
desired behavior policy, as the first time in literature, is a
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great advantage of this work to promote goalkeeper’s
performance in different situations it may encounter. The
model analysis that was performed completely shows the
improvement.
Note that, this work mainly focuses on a complete
modeling process, description of theoretical analysis of the
model, and also proposing an effective method for
performance improvement with obtaining to a desired
policy for robot, so the implementation of the work in real
robot was not the case, and is prospective work of the
authors. Designing and analyzing other soccer robot players
maybe other future field for work. Using of other
systematic methodologies in modeling process can be done
in future. Also, applying other learning methodologies will
be interesting field of study.
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